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Abstract

Many of the existing tools for design in a sustainable fashion context are too complex, overly conceptual, require experts to apply, have a high cost, were created for large corporations, or fall short in holistically supporting sustainable fashion design entrepreneurial practices. Micro-sized enterprises represent a significant portion of the fashion industry and can meaningfully contribute to the transition to a more sustainable apparel and textile industry. This paper addresses this gap through the development of an original design tool, the reDesign canvas, to support design entrepreneurs in developing sustainable fashion enterprises. Informed by design thinking and systems thinking, the canvas was developed based on an in-depth review of the academic literature and the collection of qualitative data. Qualitative data were gathered through both participatory action research (PAR) and interviews with 38 sustainable fashion design entrepreneurs and experts in sustainable fashion. Both the PAR and the interviews were used to test and refine the reDesign canvas in order to ensure it meets the needs of sustainable design entrepreneurs operating micro-sized companies. The final version of the canvas is based on 12 building blocks that a design entrepreneur would encounter in building a sustainable fashion brand. The reDesign canvas can help advance both the theory and practice of sustainable fashion design.
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1. Introduction

The production, consumption and disposal of apparel products has a number of negative environmental and social impacts. These impacts are expected to grow substantially in the coming years. Global Fashion Agenda and Boston Consulting Group (2017) “project that the overall apparel consumption will rise by 63%, from 62 million tons today to 102 million tons in 2030 – an equivalent of more than 500 billion T-shirts” (p. 9). As it stands currently, only 20% of clothing is collected for reuse or recycling, with the vast majority eventually ending up in landfills (Global Fashion Agenda and Boston Consulting Group, 2017).

Responses to the wide-scale negative environmental and social impacts of the fashion industry have been reactive and focused on piecemeal strategies that lack a cohesive perspective. These responses have also focused predominately on technological and cost aspects related to the production of apparel. Products are designed and produced for rapid trend turnovers through obsolescence and premature disposal, thereby enabling quick profits – rather than rethinking how design and manufacturing can incorporate consumer needs and sustainability (Niinimäki and Hassi, 2011). However, the idea of what sustainable fashion is and how it fits within the industry
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